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Executive Summary of consultation and feedback in Australia following the
UIPM decision to remove Riding after Paris 2024. And the resulting Position
Statement from Modern Pentathlon Australia (MPA).
Following the International Modern Pentathlon Union (UIPM) decision to remove Riding from
Modern Pentathlon after the Paris 2024 Olympic Games and replace it with a new fifth discipline,
MPA has received strong feedback from current and former members including via letters to MPA.
These approaches led the MPA Executive to conduct an online consultation forum and a subsequent
online survey. MPA committed to all interested parties that we would pass on to the UIPM the highlevel themes and any specific issues from both the forum and the survey, which is the purpose of this
communication.
MPA carried out the consultation in a very short timeframe given the UIPM Congress on 27-28
November. On the 10th of November, MPA outlined this consultation process with members and the
sport’s community via a statement on the MPA website, invitations for the online forum were sent
on the same day (10th of November).
The online forum was held in the afternoon of Sunday 14 November and lasted for almost 2 hours.
There were over 40 participants at the forum, including:
• current and former athletes - including Tokyo 2020 Olympians Marina Carrier and Ed Fernon
(also London 2012), Rio 2016 Champion Chloe Esposito, and Olympians from 2004, 2000,
1992, 1988 and 1984.
• competition managers, parents, coaches and officials.
• representatives from four of the five MPA member states
MPA President Kitty Chiller Chaired the meeting and ran through the information as known, including
the Timelines powerpoint sent to her by the UIPM the prior day, (which was well received in respect
of providing further clarity of timeframes).
The online survey was released around noon on Monday 15 November and was open for 24 hours.
• Participants at the online forum had input into the survey questions.
• There were 11 questions in the survey, designed to obtain quantitative data as well as
qualitative solutions focused feedback (the questions can be found at Appendix 1).
• 57 surveys were returned within the timeframe (graphical summary of question responses
can be found at Appendix 2) and free text from the raw data (de-identified) can be found at
Appendix 3).
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Key themes from all community feedback:
•
•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

there was an overwhelming desire to retain Riding in the Modern Pentathlon (89.47%) of
survey respondents)
it should be noted that Pony Club is the main source of talent and participation into the sport
in Australia and the removal of riding would have a serious long-term impact on this
opportunity for new members
there was a strong acknowledgement (90.91%) that changes needed to be made to the
Riding – but in the space of improved athlete capability rather than a lessening or lowering of
the ride course
there are different opinions around whether Riding should be retained at the cost of Olympic
inclusion
there was a strong feeling (85.9%) that not sufficient explanation had been given by the
UIPM for the use of force majeure to enable the EB to make this decision, and indeed
questions around the legality of the use of force majeure
there was a lack of understanding as to the timelines and why the urgency of the decision all
happened so rapidly, within the space of days
there is a lack of understanding and therefore questioning as to whether all possible avenues
had been exhausted to try and retain riding with the IOC
the question was asked as to whether there was any official documentation from the IOC
with a directive to remove riding and if so that that be released to the community
future UIPM consultation forums need to include genuine two-way engagement
87.5% of survey respondents (Question 15) asked MPA to write to the UIPM indicating a lack
of support of the EB decision to remove riding and a request that any question to remove
riding must be put to Congress.

Some comments from members of the Modern Pentathlon community in Australia
We have included below some of the comments included in the qualitative free text component of
the survey, representing the balance of views across all respondents and all demographics of
respondents:
“Thank you for asking our opinion. I have been really sad since Mum told me that riding is going to be
taken out of the sport, and I don't understand why that has to happen when there are so things that
people need to do to make it better that it even is now. I want to represent Australia in Modern
Pentathlon and I have been training really hard now. I don't know if I want to keep training if there
are no horses but I also don't want to just ride in other horse sports either because I love everything
about pentathlon. Thank you for listening to me.”
“I would really love to see the horse riding stay as it is the main reason I joined modern pentathlon.
Maybe if stricter riding and coaching and maybe longer time with the horses in warm up my help for
better results.”
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“This is difficult as on one hand I can see this may make entry easier for young athletes however on
the other hand riding is a key element that attracted me to the sport and makes it unique. It would be
helpful to know what the replacement would be to make a decision rather than have it presented as a
fait a complis. It would also be helpful perhaps to have a consultative process where improved riding
or a replacement are equally on the table.”
“The MP is a unique sport where the sum is far greater than the individual sports. The diversity of
skills and attributes that the athlete requires is part of what makes it the challenge to find the
ultimate all round athlete. Whilst the sport definitely needs urgent reform to keep it 'modern',
address rider and athlete welfare, and on the Olympic programme, abolishing the ride without due
process would not guarantee this. Members of the MP community should be consulted with the
results of the riding working group as well as transparent insight into the innovations committee
before such major changes are made. Whilst I don't feel an argument of the 'romantic' nature of MP
will hold sway, it is very important that it does not become a banal 'Rec centre' sport where all
aspects can be trained in a gym to make it easy and accessible, with the inclusion, for example of
something like indoor rowing as the 5th event. Thank you for taking the time to consider the
thoughts of the community.”
MPA has listened to all parties who have contacted us including via direct letter (Appendix 4, 5 and 6),
or through the online forum and/or the online survey. Throughout this process six MPA Executive
meetings were also held to discuss the broader context of the situation.
The resulting position statement of MPA to the UIPM is as follows:
1. Modern Pentathlon Australia opposes the removal of Riding from Modern Pentathlon based
on the information available and the feedback from our members;
2. UIPM to provide Member Federations such data or other information available, including
from the IOC, that supports the removal of Riding from Modern Pentathlon to allow
consultation with members;
3. any proposal for the removal of Riding from Modern Pentathlon be debated at Congress;
4. Riding competency and high standards should be enforced for the integrity of the sport and
the safety of horses and athletes;
5. any proposal for a new discipline should be subject to extensive consultation throughout
Modern Pentathlon, including with athletes and coaches.
MPA Executive*
(* it should be noted that MPA President Kitty Chiller recused herself from the development of the
position statement given her role on the UIPM Executive Board, as the President of Oceania).
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MPA Community Survey
1. Name:
2. Age:
16 or younger
17 to 25 years
26 to 40 years
41 to 60 years
61+
3. Are you an:
Athlete
If an athlete, are you an Olympian? (Please check box)
Coach
Official
Parent or Supporter
Volunteer
4. Are you:
A current MPA member
A former MPA member
Neither current nor former member
Please indicate when approximately was last year of membership
5. Are you from:
NSW
QLD
VIC
WA
ACT
6. Do you agree with the UIPM decision to remove Riding from the sport after Paris 2024?
Yes
No
Unsure
7. Has the UIPM provided sufficient evidence to demonstrate that there was an event of force
majeure to justify not referring the decision to the General Assembly?
Yes
No
Unsure
8. If you feel that Riding should remain in the Modern Pentathlon, do you think that changes are
needed to improve the Riding component in the future to improve riding standards, horse welfare,
logistics, accessibility etc?
Yes
No
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9. If you answered "Yes" to question 9, what suggestions do you have?
10. If retaining riding in the sport means that Modern Pentathlon is no longer on the Olympic
program, is this a result that you would be prepared to accept?
Yes
No
Unable to answer until all relevant information has been shared by the UIPM and an informed debate
has been conducted.
11. The UIPM has already commenced a working group on determining a replacement discipline.
Should the UIPM ensure that this consultation is fully inclusive, equitable and informed by the voices
of athletes and coaches.
- Yes
- No
- Any decisions in relation to a replacement discipline should be deferred until a vote on the proposal
to remove the Riding component has been passed by the General Assembly at Congress.
(check more than one box)
12. Would you like to be involved and are you prepared to put in the time required to contribute to
any global or local working / consultation groups on this matter?
Yes
No
Please enter email acknowledging that by ticking "Yes" you agree to MPA providing your details to the
UIPM
13. For CURRENT athletes, parents of junior athletes and members ONLY: If Riding is replaced after
Paris 2024 will you stay involved in the sport?
Yes
No
14. For volunteers: If Riding is replaced after Paris 2024 how likely will you be to continue to volunteer
your time to support Modern Pentathlon:
Same as now
Less Likely
More Likely
Unsure
15. Do you want the MPA to write to the UIPM to communicate that MPA does not support the UIPM
Executive Board’s decision to remove the Riding and that the proposition that Riding be removed be
submitted to the General Assembly at Congress to for debate and vote?
Yes
No
Unsure
16. Do you have any last comments you would like to make? (please keep answers solutions focused
that can be consolidated for the MPA submission to the UIPM)
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Question 9

If you answered "Yes" to question 8, what suggestions do you have?

The riding standards need to be improved by setting them at an Olympic standard, making sure
athletes are tested properly by their federation before they are given a riding certificate. When it
comes to the competition a rider must be disqualified if they can’t control their horse in the warm up
arena… I realise this is already the case but it must be done. Setting the competition to the rules of a
normal Showjumping competition would improve rider and horse safety. It would be good to see the
ideas of the riding group that they have already discussed to see what they have come up with.

Ensure riders have a riding ability that should be seen at the Olympic Games. Competitors not be
able to get through qualifying rounds at competitions without having to ride. This makes the
jumping look like it’s unimportant and allow competitors through that can’t ride that well and may
keep those out of finals that really are the all round athlete. The jump round should be in line with
normal showjumping rules to for the safety of the rider and the horses. It would be good to see the
guidelines planned by the working group to see what they have come up with. The officials in the
warm up ring need to ensure the rider is capable or eliminate them before they enter the ring. … and
definitely do it.

Making sure the jumps are 1.2m and having an official (horse riding official)that can disqualify a rider
that does not look safe in the warm up area and ACTUALLY DO IT, also make sure the riders at the
Olympics are real riders have been tested and make the penalties harsher to line up with fencing so
any athlete that thinks they will get away with not training for the horse riding part won't be able to
be competitive. This way it will be taken seriously by all! Also after a fall maybe can't get back on. The
reason I say 1.2m is that at a 1m a lot of competitors think they can hang onto a horses mouth and
get over without setup. At 1.2m this would not happen and it would be a refusal and after 3 refusals
disqualify like a show ring.
Independent assessment of riding ability before athletes can be nominated to their NOC for Olympic
selection. This assessment should happen before Regional Qualifying Events and World Cups which
impact Olympic qualification. There also should be a minimum number competitions in a year that
athletes Ride in a competition environment on horses they don't know. Dropping the height of jumps
and number of jumps is not the solution. This just leads to lesser standards. The point system should
also be revised to make the Riding more important to overall placings.

Punishment if a competitor or anyone involved in the competition is treating the horse in a cruel or
neglectful manner.

Genuinely improving riding standards and horse welfare to present the sport befittingly at an
international and Olympic level is the core issue. This should include better application of the existing
rules and supplementation with additional measures. The UIPM should partner with stables in
various regional zones to maintain a pool of horses. These riding technical centers will validate riding
licenses, train coaches and support staff, and allow development of Modern Pentathlon across all
ages and communities.

Lower the jumping height

We would like to see the recommendations of the UIPM’s Riding Working Group and the opportunity
to comment on, support and/or suggest alternative options. However, it is clear that urgent work
needs to be done to materially improve ride standards and horse welfare outcomes to a level that is
befitting the Olympic Games. This work will include better application of the existing rules and
supplementation with additional measures. We look forward to reviewing and being genuinely
consulted on any proposals on a revised ride format from the Riding Working Group and/or the
Innovation Commitee. Suggestions include: Improved rules around change of horse (e.g. if the horse
is unwilling to move), stronger enforcement of riding standards (e.g. with a standardized riding
licence, stricter rules around incompetence and elimination in the warm up), lowered jumps,
consultation of expert international equine experts...

N/a

The option the I wanted was not there.

Lower jumps, better licensing, introduce riding from U19

We need a revised ride format with lower jumps . Revised licence requirements.

Q8 should have a tick saying N/A as the answer choices make it a biased answer.

Enforced and standardised horsemanship tests / minimum standards demonstrated in the warmup
arena / elimination after 3 refusals / vet check after horse fall / elect to jump lower fences for lower
points / have ride in 3 parts; flat work, lower jumps, higher jumps and only progress from one to next
when clear. Accessibility - staggered difficulty improves accessibility for different levels, national
riding support, introduction of possible riding at earlier age. Not having to own a horse is already
much more accessible than other equestrian sports. Ranking points should not be available if an
athlete that is eliminated in a ride or rides the lower level. Athletes must pledge to improve their
standard of riding.

- Riders are responsible for providing their own horse (ie one they own or regularly train on/are
familiar with because let’s be honest, at the top Olympic level in Equestrian proper the riders do not
always necessarily own the horse they are competing on). - Judged as an Equitation round/rules,
places emphasis on how nicely the round was ridden. - If necessary to save the sport, would consider
lowering the jumps, but 1.2m is very reasonable height already (especially if it can be done on own
horse). Few points on these suggestions - firstly the history of the sport was that it was designed to
test the ideal CAVALRY soldier, the equestrian component is at the very core of the sport.
Historically, while a cavalry soldier may have to possess enough horsemanship skills to ride an
unfamiliar mount, often they were riding their own mounts and had good bonds with these horses
(hence own horse would still fit with the theory behind the history). Secondly, another logistical
problem that riders providing their own horse would completely eliminate is the need and cost on
the organising committee to source suitable horses; something that has been a challenge for the
Australian and worldwide pentathlon communities alike. Thirdly, putting emphasis on the
equitation/how nicely the round is ridden will go a long way in the future of repairing the current
prevailing image of the sport that pentathletes are typically weak riders

Improve the standard of riding, by making it more important with respect to points won and lost in
this phase.

More emphasis on training for riding, higher standards, consider slight lowering of height, switch to
more of an equitation event

Lower the height, increase weight of points on the ride. Make regulations around a riding license
more comprehensive

have an international riding standard that each athlete must reach to be able to compete

Strict riding standards (equal or higher than current aus standards), Elimination after all falls of horse
or rider, Elimination after two refusals, Higher Penalties for rails, Riding as first discipline if event is in
elimination format
Jumps at 90cm height and a day before riding to trial the horse from your draw

Own horse used

Increase familiarising period with horse, if over several days allow riding horse in the day before
riding phase

The ridding should be made to be equitation. Competitors are judges on their rhythm, harmony, pace
ect. That would require riders to be more than simply proficient. Being able to fall off twice should
absolutely go. There needs to be a strict steward in the warm up preventing people who are unsafe
from entering the ring. We should not under any circumstances lower the jumps by anymore than
10cm. That will only decrease the standard of ridding.
Include a Ride event in semi-finals of World Cup & World Championships eg. basic dressage/flat-work
test with range of scores ~200-300 for competent riders. Fences don't need to be 1.2m to have a
challenging rider Show Jumping test in the finals. Much lower threshold for eliminating poor riding
&/or safety issues in collecting & competition rings. Leading half of competition or top ranked
athletes should ride horses in first round.

Ensuring that the Pentathletes competing at Olympic level have proven capability in showjumping to
the required level of expertise can be facilitated by requiring all pentathletes to provide written
evidence (diary/log signed by riding coach - similar to the log which learner drivers are required to
keep) of:
- A. professional training by an appropriately qualified riding coach of, say, 8 hours per
month (96 hours per year) combined with riding a minimum of, say, 4 different horses each calendar
year.
- B. regular successful jumping of fences at the prescribed height Horse welfare can also
be improved by closer scrutiny by riding coaches of the horses during the owners' round of a Modern
Pentathlon competition, with the ability for any coach to require removal of any horse which (with
valid reason) is considered to be unsuitable for the competition

Riding own horses or borrowing a horse in advance

We would like to see the recommendations of the UIPM’s Riding Working Group and the opportunity
to comment on, support and/or suggest alternative options. However, it is clear that urgent work
needs to be done to materially improve ride standards and horse welfare outcomes to a level that is
befitting the Olympic Games. This work will include better application of the existing rules and
supplementation with additional measures. We look forward to reviewing and being genuinely
consulted on any proposals on a revised ride format from the Riding Working Group and/or the
Innovation Commitee.

Lowering heights, increased horsemanship

I would like to see the recommendations of the UIPM’s Riding Working Group and the opportunity to
comment on, support and/or suggest alternative options. However, it is clear that urgent work needs
to be done to materially improve ride standards and horse welfare outcomes to a level that is
befitting the Olympic Games. This work will include better application of the existing rules and
supplementation with additional measures. I and other WA members and MP enthusiasts, look
forward to reviewing and being genuinely consulted on any proposals on a revised ride format from
the Riding Working Group and/or the Innovation Commitee. “

Lower height, more rigorous licensing, shorter courses, safeguards and safety rules, rider able to
choose height/complexity for points based on ability within upper safety limits

Riding needs to be introduced earlier and at lower heights. Competitors need to have riding be part
of every competition. My understanding is overseas they don’t do it like in Australia- our young
competitors can start doing 60cm rounds, the more experience they get the higher they are able to
go. Also I think even here in Australia a riding license needs to be more like the Olympic discipline of
Eventing. You have to do at least 3 competitions at each height starting at 80cm (intro) and get no
jumping penalties before you can move up to the next height. This will stop someone organising to
borrow a quiet horse to do 1 round of jumping on to get their license, who really isn’t experienced
enough to be doing 1.2n on unknown horses. Riding competitions is very different to having lessons
even on your own horse, let alone a borrowed horse.

The rider bringing their own horses or a much longer time to connect with the horse

The riding license should be similar to our driving license (penalty points based). Horse welfare is a
must as it hasn’t existed thus far. Olympics and World championships Athletes get the opportunity to
train on there horse prior to the competition with the owners present.
I would like to see the recommendations of the UIPM's Riding Working Group and the opportunity to
comment on, support and/or suggest alternative options. However, it is clear that urgent work
needs to be done to materially improve ride standards and horse welfare outcomes to a level that is
befitting Olympic Games. This work will include better application of the existing rules and
supplementation with additional measures. We look forward to reviewing and being genuinely
consulted on any proposals on a revised ride format from the Riding Working Group and/or the
Innovation Committee. Pending that recommendation, I believe that the ride component must be
calibrated to ensure viewers remain engaged in the event as a spectacle.

We would like to see the recommendations of the UIPM’s Riding Working Group and the opportunity
to comment on, support and/or suggest alternative options. However, it is clear that urgent work
needs to be done to materially improve ride standards and horse welfare outcomes to a level that is
befitting the Olympic Games. This work will include better application of the existing rules and
supplementing those with additional measures. We look forward to reviewing and being genuinely
consulted on any proposals on a revised ride format from the Riding Working Group and/or the
Innovation Commitee.

Lowering the jump height and and improving the standard of riders

This is a complicated and detailed issue - ####### has terrific proposals.

The riders need to be much better and train more and the officials need to stop them riding if horses
are distressed. They need to be eliminated if they have a fall, and shouldn't be able to have as many
refusals. The licensing seems okay in Australia but not in other countries. The riders were not good
enough. The jumps should not be lowered much because I think athletes will train even less in riding.
UIPM and MPA need to listen to what we have to say more. I am really excited when I get to do
pentathlon events, but if there is no riding I don't think it will ever be the same again.

We should be looking at the sport of tetrathlon when identifying future pentathletes. Competitors
coming from this background are traditionally pony club members and horse owners (horse lovers).
Even if we continue to ride strange horses at MP events the using your own horse should be allowed
and encouraged at all levels of the sport. The jumps need to be higher and the value of the riding
discipline needs to be equal to the other five disciplines.

•Work with FEI on review of rules and standards for horse and rider welfare and safety. •Immediate
change or rules to reflect welfare and safety - in line with FEI showjumping eg. 3 refusals is
elimination, fall of rider and/or horse is elimination, excessive use of artificial aids (whips, spurs, bit)
is penalty for first offense followed by elimination for repeated offence. •Much higher importance
placed on ride (ride earlier for ranking instead of ranking off fencing and swimming). Currently it is
the sport most athletes train for the least! Completely back to front approach. •All Youth athletes
should be riding (at age appropriate heights and potentially on their own or borrowed mounts with
licenses) in competition from a young age, with ability to jump even lower and incur a penalty or
enter as “novice” and not be competitive in open age events. •JUMPS MUST NOT be lowered below
100cm - 110cm at the elite level, or even less training in riding will occur. •Potential to lower jumps to
100-110cm with change from showjumping against the clock round to showjumping equitation with
combinations judged on clear critera including harmony between horse and rider, rhythm, position
or rider and effectiveness of aids. Emphasis on harmonious and safe riding with clear evidence of
correct and progressive rider training. •Review of licensing process - annual review (possibly via video
conferencing) by FEI qualified coach from a different NF or an international pool that do not have any
connection to riders NF to eliminate conflict of interest/bias. •Strict officiating in warm up combinations heavily vetted for ability to begin the riding competition, any argument or dispute with
the official incurs suspension from UIPM and/or NF/regional/local competition.

Higher standards of riding ability, include riding from younger age groups to ensure skills are at
appropriate level. Possibly look at Olympics riding own horses.

I would like to see the recommendations from the UIPMs Riding Working Group and the opportunity
to be consulted, comment on, support and/or suggest alternative options to those
recommendations. However, it is clear that urgent work needs to be done to materially improve ride
standards and horse welfare outcomes to a level that is befitting an Olympic Games. This work must
include better application of the existing rules and supplementation with additional measures. I look
forward to reviewing and being genuinely consulted on any proposals on a revised riding format from
the Riding Working Group and/or the Innovation Committee.
Lower height, riding licenses renewed each year, longer time in warm up, people actually pulled off
horses that cannot ride or else face ban for 12 months

If the Modern Pentathlete is to again be the elite of the Olympics, then the riding needs to get
tougher. There are many changes that can/should be made to the riding to which I have been
advocating for years and have done a paper on them. I would also like to see what recommendations
the UIPM's riding group put together to review/comment as appropriate. UIPM also needs to have
more officials with an affinity and understanding of riding as opposed to those that they have
engaged over the many years - made even more obvious by the results out of Tokyo which
highlighted the GROSS deficiencies in the UIPM judges appointed to the competition. A number of
rules also need to be reviewed to achieve this.

Global regulations that are similar to Australia's riding regulations, as it seems to have ensured that
riders are at the level needed to compete.

Riding in heats , as well as finals of world champs, world cups and grand prix.Riding introduced at
earlier age groups for some designated competitions. Temporarily reduce hieght of jumps - very
temporarily.

Stricter governance over entry into the showjumping phase, if there are problems in the warm-up
area then the athlete should be barred from progressing to the main ring and score 0 for their ride.
Liaise with FEI about judging suitability of riding skills. Make the ride harder, so that athletes have to
become more proficient. This could be achieved by having more technical courses. There could also
be alternatives that are deemed 'easier' but would require much more time to negotiate than those
deciding to go the more technically demanding route. There could also be an element of basic
dressage to be judged ie. the ability of the rider to ride a horse with the correct bend, level of
impulsion, control and ability to change speed within a gait to then give the athlete the tools
necessary to ride a good round, regardless of the mount they have drawn

Changes to riding standard, Changes to riding rules, Stricter enforcement of both

Align to ride to FEI safety and horse welfare rules, reduce jump height. National federations need to
use suitably qualified equestrian coaches not pentathlon coaches to asses athlete's ride suitability. A
system of qualifying pentathlon ride results could be implemented for a rider to increase in 10cm
intervals until they reach full senior height.

Only athletes that have demonstrated to an independent judge that they can ride the height and a
variety of horses can participate in the riding. If an athlete can not demonstrate this then they cannot
compete in the riding.

Refer to ####'s letter and suggestions from #### and ###### from Team GB.

Question 16

Do you have any last comments you would like to make?

We were introduced to Modern Pentathlon through Pony Club so riding is really important to us.

Riding is an integral part of Modern Pentathlon and what brought us into the sport. We would be very disappointed if the
riding goes.

Without horse riding this will be a different sport and I feel it will take at least 10years to recover and change totally. I also
feel because of this it will not be included at the olympics and also without riding will die as a sport. If anything it shouldn't
add any other sport. Tethrathlon is really gaining momentum in Australia especially in the younger age groups and I feel as
it is with horse riding modern pentathlon will really take off before the Brisbane Olympics. Surely at the very least Australia
should be demanding it stays in the Brisbane Olympics as it is and have stricter qualifiers for the horse riding. This way all
the competitors in the sport now could stay until at least 2032 and the new sport might have younger ones to see if viable
for 2036 and beyond. This might stop the sport dying quickly and have an out if the new idea without riding doesn't work.

The facts around what the need for this sudden decision are not clear. Has there been an official communique to the UIPM
from the IOC? Without knowing the reason/s it is difficult to propose solutions. If the chances of inclusion for LA2028 are
at the same level, or below, new sports that are trying to enter then the sport may divide itself over the Riding issue and
still no longer be on the program. The rules around finding a new 5th discipline seem very limited

While Modern Pentathlon has evolved over the years with various competition program changes, the fundamental sports
have remained. Changing or removing a core element means in effect it will cease to be the event as imagined by Pierre de
Coubertin, and unfortunately the only sport specifically conceived for the Modern Olympics.

I request that strong weight be given to the survey results, to the letter dated 10 November, and to the legal advice from
##### when determining the MPA official position. Would also love for the sense of Mod Pen Aus community and
togetherness that has been fostered because of this issue to be continued beyond this crisis, as it's been special to witness
athletes, old and new alike, coming together as one and sharing their unique experiences and perspectives.

No

I don't want horses in any sports.

As a coach I cannot see the future of Modern Pentathlon without riding. For me today's Olympics hasn't got that much
significance any more it is too much about politics, money and media demands. Modern Pentathlon cannot exist without
the riding discipline but I believe can exist without the Olympics.
I would love MPA to clearly communicate the outcome of this survey to the UIPM and represent the views of our
Australian past and present Modern Pentathlon community. I believe that if riding is taken out of Modern Pentathlon,
Modern Pentathlon is done. Cannot see myself supporting a new fifth discipline. Would accept if riding would only be
dropped from the Olympic Games and stayed at World Cups, World Championships etc.

Riding is torture to horses. It is a fair decision that the UIPM is taking it out of Modern Pentathlon to replace it with
something more applicable and animal friendly.

Questions 6: I would encourage the sport to be taken out immediately, and not even allow it to continue at the Paris
Olympics. It is not of this time anymore. None of the sports that exploit animals should be accepted at any time, in any
sport, in any competition. Question 8 does not allow for an N/A, as I do not: "If you feel that Riding should remain in the
Modern Pentathlon, do you think that changes are needed to improve the Riding component in the future to improve
riding standards, horse welfare, logistics, accessibility etc?", so the reflection of the answer is not correct and will be
biased then with IF. Question 10: the future is bright, and we are flexible, everything in life has a purpose, it is the art of
being able to adapt that makes the athlete excel to the highest level and the resilient athlete will be set on the horizon no
matter what changes come, even though they can be frustrated at times when the changes appear. It is through these we
become stronger and more perseverant, which makes all the more difference when reaching for the top. Question 12: I
would be involved only if a voice is needed to speak for the voiceless i.e.: the animals. But from what I understand as
interpretation of this question is that the consultation group will be to oppose the decision that horses are out. Question
15: 200% support MPA on supporting UIPM's decision. Let's reach for the stars! :)

The MP is a unique sport where the sum is far greater than the individual sports. The diversity of skills and attributes that
the athlete requires is part of what makes it the challenge to find the ultimate all round athlete. Whilst the sport definitely
needs urgent reform to keep it 'modern', address rider and athlete welfare, and on the olympic programme, abolishing the
ride without due process would not guarantee this. Members of the MP community should be consulted with the results
of the riding working group as well as transparent insight into the innovations committee before such major changes are
made. Whilst I don't feel an argument of the 'romantic' nature of MP will hold sway, it is very important that it does not
become a banal 'Rec centre' sport where all aspects can be trained in a gym to make it easy and accessible, with the
inclusion, for example of something like indoor rowing as the 5th event. Thank you for taking the time to consider the
thoughts of the community.

No

As riding is such an integral part of the sport, it cannot and should not be replaced. If a resolution cannot be reached to
improve horseriding and it must be removed, it should not be replaced and instead modern tetrathlon should replace
modern pentathlon in the olympics.
Dont change thé traditions and history of our sport

Without ridding MPA losses it’s recruitment of members. The sport will die in this country. If ridding is replaced in our
sport it won’t be long till all equestrian events are out. UIPM is looking for a sport that engages viewers, and yet are taking
out the sport that is the most enjoyable to watch? We have an exciting sport, the ridding definitely needs to be reformed,
not replaced.

Horse riding has been fundamental to Modern Pentathlon, as do the other four sports, since the legend of the Napoleonic
messenger was created with it's first Olympic appearance in 1912. The pentathlon ride remains the event with the most
fascinating challenge and unique to Olympic & any other sport, to combine your skills with those of a stranger to achieve
the best performance together over a challenging test of rider with the horse they have been partnered with, under all the
stresses of that brief but prized cooperation.

1.The UIPM proposition is that the IOC be requested to include in the 2028 Olympics (and beyond) an amended Modern
Pentathlon competition with the riding removed but with an unidentified replacement fifth discipline. This proposition is
completely untenable as the IOC could never responsibly agree to accept a sport where 20% of it is undefined – especially
in view of the pressure being exerted from new sports for inclusion in the Olympics. It is considered that there is a much
greater likelihood of success for Modern Pentathlon to remain as an Olympic sport if a solid argument is put forward
demonstrating how riding standards can be improved and how riding can be made more accessible and inclusive.
2.Even if Modern Pentathlon was ultimately eliminated from the Olympics there is no reason why it cannot continue as a
global sport in its own right with national competitions, continental competitions, world cups and world championships,
etc. This would clearly require a review of competition funding arrangements (and would more than likely result in the
UIPM having to be completely restructured without numerous salaried employees) but there are many examples of other
sports operating successfully outside the Olympics. Thus, instead of omission from the Olympics being the death-knell
for the sport, Modern Pentathlon could be saved as the challenging sport which Baron Pierre de Coubertin originally
created, basing the 5 disciplines on the key attributes necessary for a cavalry officer - including having the horsemanship
necessary to expertly ride any horse. Removing this key component, as proposed by UIPM, is effectively destroying that
premise and the associated 109 year old legacy (with the result that any 5 random sports could then be assembled and be
called modern pentathlon!).

The only reason the majority of our athletes are involved, and in fact first got involved, in the sport of Modern Pentathlon,
was because of riding. A huge % of our grass roots and more elite level Modern Pentathletes started in Pony Club and hail
from the base discipline of Pony Club Tetrathlon (Ride, Swim, Run, Shoot). I know many that won't be bothered anymore if
the riding is removed. The 5 disciplines of Modern Pentathlon matter individually and collectively. They matter for their
tradition, history, meaning and together embody the spirit and intent of Modern Pentathlon as Pierre De Coubertin
originally developed specifically for the Olympic Games. I request that MPA give strong support to our athletes letter dated
10th November, the survey results, and to the legal advice from ##### in shaping the MPA response to UIPM. Please
represent our members and our collective voice.

This is difficult as on one hand I can see this may make entry easier for young athletes however on the other hand riding is
a key element that attracted me to the sport and makes it unique. It would be helpful to know what the replacement
would be to make a decision rather than have it presented as a fait complis. It would also be helpful perhaps to have a
consultative process where improved riding or a replacement are equally on the table.

I have some ideas for making the riding phase safer and better for horse welfare but not sure if this is relevant yet - I think
probably it’s more for if they decide to keep riding. Ie in order to make the finals each rider needs to have ridden an
80cm round on the horse they will ultimately ride in the finals. If they are able to do this with less than 4 dropped rails and
no refusals they qualify for the next round (in Showjumping you need to go clear in order to progress so allowing some
dropped rails is being generous) This allows for the rider to have at least done 1 round of jumping on the horse before the
jumps are raised to the usual 1 - 1.2m height. It would still keep the limited warm up but allow a little more for the rider
considering pentathletes are not full time horse riders. This will ultimately be kinder on the horse. A lot of spectators think
that MP riders are using their own horses - a lot more commentary on this is needed to educate the non MP spectators
especially during the Olympics. Also the fact that they have only had 20minutes to get used to the horse is usually
unknown to spectators as well. People who ride are usually amazed and a lot less critical when they are made aware of
these 2 points. However, Is this 20min/5 jumps only something that needs to be looked at as well? Yes we don’t want to
tire the horse but it does not allow room for any errors in the warm up. If the riding phase is to be kept it needs to be
valued more and worth just as much as the other phases. It needs to be seen as a phase worthy of the extra training. I
hope this is helpful

Clearly MPA members and the Australian pentathlon community support keeping the riding event in the sport of Modern
Pentathlon and do not support the uipm decision. MPA board you are representing us, not your own agenda.

My first sport was Pony Club and I was inspired to ride by the Australian light horsemen who were brave in the face of an
irresistible force. Horse riding remains an iconic Australian tradition and a keystone of the Australian Modern Pentathlon
family. Both individually and collectively, the five individual elements of Modern Pentathlon matter; they give us our
traditions, our identity, our inspiration and a set of values to live by. They matter more than any external challenge to the
sport or any event. The irresistible force now before us is the Executive Board of the UIPM. Their resolve to replace the
riding event demands a clear and certain response from the MPA. I ask that strong weight is given to the survey results, to
our Athletes letter dated 10 November and to the legal advice from #####, in shaping the MPA response.

I would really love to see the horse riding stay as it is the main reason I joined modern pentathlon. maybe if stricter riding
and coaching and maybe longer time with the horses in warm up my help for better results

There are important lessons to be learned here for the UIPM and MPA, on governance and due process. On issues of
major (existential) importance, consultation and transparency are critical.

Thank you for asking our opinion. I have been really sad since Mum told me that riding is going to be taken out of the
sport, and I don't understand why that has to happen when there are so things that people need to do to make it better
that it even is now. I want to represent Australia in Modern Pentathlon and I have been training really hard now. I don't
know if I want to keep training if there are no horses but I also don't want to just ride in other horse sports either because I
love everythign about pentathlon. Thank you for listening to me.

Perhaps our family's views are in the minority but we are highly supportive of MPA and UIPM moving forward with no
riding component in the sport. Coming from an Athletics and Swimming background the idea of our children taking up
horse jumping at some stage seemed so insurmountable. As a PE teacher and keen to get laser run training happening at
my school I am so excited now at the opportunities for young people to get involved in the sport and actually face the
future feeling that can progress over the years adding the disciplines and skills and possibly represent Australia at the
Olympics. I believe many families and young people around the world will now feel the sport is more accessible. UIPM can
hold its head high being an innovator of change by including women in the event at the Olympics, changing to laser guns,
and shaping the event to make it more exciting such as the laser-run format. The removal of the horse jumping does not
water down the MP Narrative. The 5th discipline, I'm sure, will still fit the historical narrative representing the skills making
up the world's elite athlete.

I am really pleased and happy with the decision MPA has made to support UIPM. This is a great opportunity for people to
access Modern Pentathlon more easily.

From my experience, the UIPM Executive tends to manage up and look for guidance from the IOC. The relationship with
the pentathletes is quite often aloof and distant. Any answer to this situation will need to come from within the sport and
the UIPM EB need to listen to their members or otherwise step down and let others attempt to solve the issue.

Fantastic survey, asking all the pertinent questions that enable our athlete, coach, official and supporters to have input,
thank you so much. Absolutely want to continue our journey within this incredible support, but cannot emphasise enough
how devastating this news has been to our community, and the impact on our young athlete and her peers. She has been
training a considerably short amount of time (3 years) on this pathway, however her dreams are big, and real and 3 years
is a quarter of her life. To have been told this news has been devastating and ended her dreams. Her pathway through
grass roots pony club Tetrathlon, Equestrian Australia showjumping have established her as a strong contender in 4 of the
5 pentathlon disclipines with years ahead to perfect fencing and with the potential to be a podium ready athlete for
Australia in Brisbane. Without riding, there is no pentathlon for her, and no passion for the sport as the ultimate, complete
athlete. Pentathletes from our NF such as her, who have shared this pathway, are incredibly passionate horse lovers, with
welfare and safety at the heart of everything they do. Watching Tokyo was a hideous display of horsemanship and
sportsmanship and if that is an indicator of the elite level of the sport we do not want any part of it. This is an opportunity
to make an amazing sport even more incredible, and to gain the respect from the general public and equestrian
community, currently at an all time low., by making simple, clear changes. There needs to be an immediate change to bring
in equestrian expertise, at the highest level (executive board) to ensure any revised format to our sport supports
immediate improvements to welfare and safety and sportsmanship. If that means losing MP as an Olympic Sport, we are
completely in support of that, and creating new NFs not funded by IOC, and running local, regional, state, national and
international World Championship events instead, with riding being the 1st discipline, and a discipline that our global
community can be proud of. Removing riding due to lack of accessibility, or because it is not "urban" is a guise or an
excuse. Surely then all equestrian sports will then be next to go, as will sailing, tennis, golf and many more. It is easy to see
that NFs who have limited access to riding and coaching will support the vote to remove riding - they are strong in fencing
perhaps, or swimming. Riding is a true challenge to show the complete athlete, as it should be (safely of course), do we
just give up because it is hard? Or expensive? Or not everyone can do it? The athletes at the Olympics or international
UIPM events should be elite level athletes in each of the 5 disciplines, but Riding is the discipline where it should count the
most, as it does not involve inanimate equipment, but a live animal that deserves respect and skilled handling. That is the
unique beauty of Modern Pentathlon. The EB has an incredible opportunity here to turn this around, and gain the respect,
admiration and support of the MP community and wider public, but doing what is right not what is easy, in secret in nondemocratic processes. We implore the UIPM to save Modern Pentathlon. Modern Pentathlon is not Modern Pentathlon
without riding.

Thank you for the opportunity to express my view. Please give very strong weight to the views of the MPA Community
expressed in the letter signed by ~80 community members dated 10 November, to these survey results and to the clear
legal advice from ##### on the invalidity of the UIPM Executive Board action when formulating the MPA official position.

TRANSPARENCY

The watering down of modern pentathlon into a different sport is a short step towards exclusion from the Olympic games.
It is much better that we take a firm stand now, when we are united and strong, than to whittle away our supporter base
over years by constant radical change to the sport.

The idea of a stadium to house all 5 sports is massively flawed. It is expensive to create, confusing to watch and has a
massive part to play for any host country to accommodate. The sport should use existing facilities and therefore the
expense is down to providing horses for people to ride to demonstrate horsemanship expected from an Olympic Modern
Pentathlete. ##### Level 2 UIPM Official, NCAS level 1 Horse Riding Coach, former member of Cambridge University
Modern Pentathlon Squad

Could riding be removed only for the olympics (tetrathlon) but keep it in for world cups and other competitions. All
competitors into Olympics must still ride at world cups and be competent to be able to compete at the olympics.

I also understand the issues around UIPM needing the IOC funding and that a different strain of Modern Pentathlon may
need to be developed for the Olympic program. I think retaining the ride at a World Championship level should be
considered to keep the integrity and history of the sport if loosing yhe ride is the outcome.

The UIPM could do a better job of marketing the unique qualities of MP. The UIPM has continually neglected the riding
discipline for over 20 years and has failed to follow their own rules and guidelines for the quality of the riding discipline and
horse welfare. Having multiple riding qualified TD’s looking at rider ability and animal welfare, as well as replacing horses
who are struggling would have solved these problems before they become international issues. ie they need to force the
riders to actually be good riders and actively train in this area and not keep dumbing down the sport to accomodate a
continually lower standard, as it becomes a race to the bottom and eventually get kicked out of the Olympics.

Question 9

If you answered "Yes" to question 8, what suggestions do you have?

The riding standards need to be improved by setting them at an Olympic standard, making sure
athletes are tested properly by their federation before they are given a riding certificate. When it
comes to the competition a rider must be disqualified if they can’t control their horse in the warm up
arena… I realise this is already the case but it must be done. Setting the competition to the rules of a
normal Showjumping competition would improve rider and horse safety. It would be good to see the
ideas of the riding group that they have already discussed to see what they have come up with.

Ensure riders have a riding ability that should be seen at the Olympic Games. Competitors not be
able to get through qualifying rounds at competitions without having to ride. This makes the
jumping look like it’s unimportant and allow competitors through that can’t ride that well and may
keep those out of finals that really are the all round athlete. The jump round should be in line with
normal showjumping rules to for the safety of the rider and the horses. It would be good to see the
guidelines planned by the working group to see what they have come up with. The officials in the
warm up ring need to ensure the rider is capable or eliminate them before they enter the ring. … and
definitely do it.

Making sure the jumps are 1.2m and having an official (horse riding official)that can disqualify a rider
that does not look safe in the warm up area and ACTUALLY DO IT, also make sure the riders at the
Olympics are real riders have been tested and make the penalties harsher to line up with fencing so
any athlete that thinks they will get away with not training for the horse riding part won't be able to
be competitive. This way it will be taken seriously by all! Also after a fall maybe can't get back on. The
reason I say 1.2m is that at a 1m a lot of competitors think they can hang onto a horses mouth and
get over without setup. At 1.2m this would not happen and it would be a refusal and after 3 refusals
disqualify like a show ring.
Independent assessment of riding ability before athletes can be nominated to their NOC for Olympic
selection. This assessment should happen before Regional Qualifying Events and World Cups which
impact Olympic qualification. There also should be a minimum number competitions in a year that
athletes Ride in a competition environment on horses they don't know. Dropping the height of jumps
and number of jumps is not the solution. This just leads to lesser standards. The point system should
also be revised to make the Riding more important to overall placings.

Punishment if a competitor or anyone involved in the competition is treating the horse in a cruel or
neglectful manner.

Genuinely improving riding standards and horse welfare to present the sport befittingly at an
international and Olympic level is the core issue. This should include better application of the existing
rules and supplementation with additional measures. The UIPM should partner with stables in various
regional zones to maintain a pool of horses. These riding technical centers will validate riding licenses,
train coaches and support staff, and allow development of Modern Pentathlon across all ages and
communities.

Lower the jumping height

We would like to see the recommendations of the UIPM’s Riding Working Group and the opportunity
to comment on, support and/or suggest alternative options. However, it is clear that urgent work
needs to be done to materially improve ride standards and horse welfare outcomes to a level that is
befitting the Olympic Games. This work will include better application of the existing rules and
supplementation with additional measures. We look forward to reviewing and being genuinely
consulted on any proposals on a revised ride format from the Riding Working Group and/or the
Innovation Commitee. Suggestions include: Improved rules around change of horse (e.g. if the horse
is unwilling to move), stronger enforcement of riding standards (e.g. with a standardized riding
licence, stricter rules around incompetence and elimination in the warm up), lowered jumps,
consultation of expert international equine experts...

N/a

The option the I wanted was not there.

Lower jumps, better licensing, introduce riding from U19

We need a revised ride format with lower jumps . Revised licence requirements.

Q8 should have a tick saying N/A as the answer choices make it a biased answer.

Enforced and standardised horsemanship tests / minimum standards demonstrated in the warmup
arena / elimination after 3 refusals / vet check after horse fall / elect to jump lower fences for lower
points / have ride in 3 parts; flat work, lower jumps, higher jumps and only progress from one to next
when clear. Accessibility - staggered difficulty improves accessibility for different levels, national
riding support, introduction of possible riding at earlier age. Not having to own a horse is already
much more accessible than other equestrian sports. Ranking points should not be available if an
athlete that is eliminated in a ride or rides the lower level. Athletes must pledge to improve their
standard of riding.
- Riders are responsible for providing their own horse (ie one they own or regularly train on/are
familiar with because let’s be honest, at the top Olympic level in Equestrian proper the riders do not
always necessarily own the horse they are competing on). - Judged as an Equitation round/rules,
places emphasis on how nicely the round was ridden. - If necessary to save the sport, would consider
lowering the jumps, but 1.2m is very reasonable height already (especially if it can be done on own
horse). Few points on these suggestions - firstly the history of the sport was that it was designed to
test the ideal CAVALRY soldier, the equestrian component is at the very core of the sport. Historically,
while a cavalry soldier may have to possess enough horsemanship skills to ride an unfamiliar mount,
often they were riding their own mounts and had good bonds with these horses (hence own horse
would still fit with the theory behind the history). Secondly, another logistical problem that riders
providing their own horse would completely eliminate is the need and cost on the organising
committee to source suitable horses; something that has been a challenge for the Australian and
worldwide pentathlon communities alike. Thirdly, putting emphasis on the equitation/how nicely the
round is ridden will go a long way in the future of repairing the current prevailing image of the sport
that pentathletes are typically weak riders

Improve the standard of riding, by making it more important with respect to points won and lost in
this phase.

More emphasis on training for riding, higher standards, consider slight lowering of height, switch to
more of an equitation event

Lower the height, increase weight of points on the ride. Make regulations around a riding license
more comprehensive

have an international riding standard that each athlete must reach to be able to compete

Strict riding standards (equal or higher than current aus standards), Elimination after all falls of horse
or rider, Elimination after two refusals, Higher Penalties for rails, Riding as first discipline if event is in
elimination format
Jumps at 90cm height and a day before riding to trial the horse from your draw

Own horse used

Increase familiarising period with horse, if over several days allow riding horse in the day before
riding phase

The ridding should be made to be equitation. Competitors are judges on their rhythm, harmony, pace
ect. That would require riders to be more than simply proficient. Being able to fall off twice should
absolutely go. There needs to be a strict steward in the warm up preventing people who are unsafe
from entering the ring. We should not under any circumstances lower the jumps by anymore than
10cm. That will only decrease the standard of ridding.
Include a Ride event in semi-finals of World Cup & World Championships eg. basic dressage/flat-work
test with range of scores ~200-300 for competent riders. Fences don't need to be 1.2m to have a
challenging rider Show Jumping test in the finals. Much lower threshold for eliminating poor riding
&/or safety issues in collecting & competition rings. Leading half of competition or top ranked
athletes should ride horses in first round.

Ensuring that the Pentathletes competing at Olympic level have proven capability in showjumping to
the required level of expertise can be facilitated by requiring all pentathletes to provide written
evidence (diary/log signed by riding coach - similar to the log which learner drivers are required to
keep) of:
- A. professional training by an appropriately qualified riding coach of, say, 8 hours per
month (96 hours per year) combined with riding a minimum of, say, 4 different horses each calendar
year.
- B. regular successful jumping of fences at the prescribed height Horse welfare can also
be improved by closer scrutiny by riding coaches of the horses during the owners' round of a Modern
Pentathlon competition, with the ability for any coach to require removal of any horse which (with
valid reason) is considered to be unsuitable for the competition

Riding own horses or borrowing a horse in advance

We would like to see the recommendations of the UIPM’s Riding Working Group and the opportunity
to comment on, support and/or suggest alternative options. However, it is clear that urgent work
needs to be done to materially improve ride standards and horse welfare outcomes to a level that is
befitting the Olympic Games. This work will include better application of the existing rules and
supplementation with additional measures. We look forward to reviewing and being genuinely
consulted on any proposals on a revised ride format from the Riding Working Group and/or the
Innovation Commitee.

Lowering heights, increased horsemanship

I would like to see the recommendations of the UIPM’s Riding Working Group and the opportunity to
comment on, support and/or suggest alternative options. However, it is clear that urgent work needs
to be done to materially improve ride standards and horse welfare outcomes to a level that is
befitting the Olympic Games. This work will include better application of the existing rules and
supplementation with additional measures. I and other WA members and MP enthusiasts, look
forward to reviewing and being genuinely consulted on any proposals on a revised ride format from
the Riding Working Group and/or the Innovation Commitee. “

Lower height, more rigorous licensing, shorter courses, safeguards and safety rules, rider able to
choose height/complexity for points based on ability within upper safety limits

Riding needs to be introduced earlier and at lower heights. Competitors need to have riding be part
of every competition. My understanding is overseas they don’t do it like in Australia- our young
competitors can start doing 60cm rounds, the more experience they get the higher they are able to
go. Also I think even here in Australia a riding license needs to be more like the Olympic discipline of
Eventing. You have to do at least 3 competitions at each height starting at 80cm (intro) and get no
jumping penalties before you can move up to the next height. This will stop someone organising to
borrow a quiet horse to do 1 round of jumping on to get their license, who really isn’t experienced
enough to be doing 1.2n on unknown horses. Riding competitions is very different to having lessons
even on your own horse, let alone a borrowed horse.

The rider bringing their own horses or a much longer time to connect with the horse

The riding license should be similar to our driving license (penalty points based). Horse welfare is a
must as it hasn’t existed thus far. Olympics and World championships Athletes get the opportunity to
train on there horse prior to the competition with the owners present.
I would like to see the recommendations of the UIPM's Riding Working Group and the opportunity to
comment on, support and/or suggest alternative options. However, it is clear that urgent work needs
to be done to materially improve ride standards and horse welfare outcomes to a level that is
befitting Olympic Games. This work will include better application of the existing rules and
supplementation with additional measures. We look forward to reviewing and being genuinely
consulted on any proposals on a revised ride format from the Riding Working Group and/or the
Innovation Committee. Pending that recommendation, I believe that the ride component must be
calibrated to ensure viewers remain engaged in the event as a spectacle.

We would like to see the recommendations of the UIPM’s Riding Working Group and the opportunity
to comment on, support and/or suggest alternative options. However, it is clear that urgent work
needs to be done to materially improve ride standards and horse welfare outcomes to a level that is
befitting the Olympic Games. This work will include better application of the existing rules and
supplementing those with additional measures. We look forward to reviewing and being genuinely
consulted on any proposals on a revised ride format from the Riding Working Group and/or the
Innovation Commitee.

Lowering the jump height and and improving the standard of riders

This is a complicated and detailed issue - ####### has terrific proposals.

The riders need to be much better and train more and the officials need to stop them riding if horses
are distressed. They need to be eliminated if they have a fall, and shouldn't be able to have as many
refusals. The licensing seems okay in Australia but not in other countries. The riders were not good
enough. The jumps should not be lowered much because I think athletes will train even less in riding.
UIPM and MPA need to listen to what we have to say more. I am really excited when I get to do
pentathlon events, but if there is no riding I don't think it will ever be the same again.

We should be looking at the sport of tetrathlon when identifying future pentathletes. Competitors
coming from this background are traditionally pony club members and horse owners (horse lovers).
Even if we continue to ride strange horses at MP events the using your own horse should be allowed
and encouraged at all levels of the sport. The jumps need to be higher and the value of the riding
discipline needs to be equal to the other five disciplines.

•Work with FEI on review of rules and standards for horse and rider welfare and safety. •Immediate
change or rules to reflect welfare and safety - in line with FEI showjumping eg. 3 refusals is
elimination, fall of rider and/or horse is elimination, excessive use of artificial aids (whips, spurs, bit) is
penalty for first offense followed by elimination for repeated offence. •Much higher importance
placed on ride (ride earlier for ranking instead of ranking off fencing and swimming). Currently it is
the sport most athletes train for the least! Completely back to front approach. •All Youth athletes
should be riding (at age appropriate heights and potentially on their own or borrowed mounts with
licenses) in competition from a young age, with ability to jump even lower and incur a penalty or
enter as “novice” and not be competitive in open age events. •JUMPS MUST NOT be lowered below
100cm - 110cm at the elite level, or even less training in riding will occur. •Potential to lower jumps to
100-110cm with change from showjumping against the clock round to showjumping equitation with
combinations judged on clear critera including harmony between horse and rider, rhythm, position or
rider and effectiveness of aids. Emphasis on harmonious and safe riding with clear evidence of
correct and progressive rider training. •Review of licensing process - annual review (possibly via video
conferencing) by FEI qualified coach from a different NF or an international pool that do not have any
connection to riders NF to eliminate conflict of interest/bias. •Strict officiating in warm up combinations heavily vetted for ability to begin the riding competition, any argument or dispute with
the official incurs suspension from UIPM and/or NF/regional/local competition.

Higher standards of riding ability, include riding from younger age groups to ensure skills are at
appropriate level. Possibly look at Olympics riding own horses.

I would like to see the recommendations from the UIPMs Riding Working Group and the opportunity
to be consulted, comment on, support and/or suggest alternative options to those
recommendations. However, it is clear that urgent work needs to be done to materially improve ride
standards and horse welfare outcomes to a level that is befitting an Olympic Games. This work must
include better application of the existing rules and supplementation with additional measures. I look
forward to reviewing and being genuinely consulted on any proposals on a revised riding format from
the Riding Working Group and/or the Innovation Committee.
Lower height, riding licenses renewed each year, longer time in warm up, people actually pulled off
horses that cannot ride or else face ban for 12 months

If the Modern Pentathlete is to again be the elite of the Olympics, then the riding needs to get
tougher. There are many changes that can/should be made to the riding to which I have been
advocating for years and have done a paper on them. I would also like to see what recommendations
the UIPM's riding group put together to review/comment as appropriate. UIPM also needs to have
more officials with an affinity and understanding of riding as opposed to those that they have
engaged over the many years - made even more obvious by the results out of Tokyo which
highlighted the GROSS deficiencies in the UIPM judges appointed to the competition. A number of
rules also need to be reviewed to achieve this.

Global regulations that are similar to Australia's riding regulations, as it seems to have ensured that
riders are at the level needed to compete.

Riding in heats , as well as finals of world champs, world cups and grand prix.Riding introduced at
earlier age groups for some designated competitions. Temporarily reduce hieght of jumps - very
temporarily.

Stricter governance over entry into the showjumping phase, if there are problems in the warm-up
area then the athlete should be barred from progressing to the main ring and score 0 for their ride.
Liaise with FEI about judging suitability of riding skills. Make the ride harder, so that athletes have to
become more proficient. This could be achieved by having more technical courses. There could also
be alternatives that are deemed 'easier' but would require much more time to negotiate than those
deciding to go the more technically demanding route. There could also be an element of basic
dressage to be judged ie. the ability of the rider to ride a horse with the correct bend, level of
impulsion, control and ability to change speed within a gait to then give the athlete the tools
necessary to ride a good round, regardless of the mount they have drawn

Changes to riding standard, Changes to riding rules, Stricter enforcement of both

Align to ride to FEI safety and horse welfare rules, reduce jump height. National federations need to
use suitably qualified equestrian coaches not pentathlon coaches to asses athlete's ride suitability. A
system of qualifying pentathlon ride results could be implemented for a rider to increase in 10cm
intervals until they reach full senior height.

Only athletes that have demonstrated to an independent judge that they can ride the height and a
variety of horses can participate in the riding. If an athlete can not demonstrate this then they cannot
compete in the riding.

Refer to ####'s letter and suggestions from #### and ###### from Team GB.

Question 16

Do you have any last comments you would like to make?

We were introduced to Modern Pentathlon through Pony Club so riding is really important to us.

Riding is an integral part of Modern Pentathlon and what brought us into the sport. We would be very disappointed if the
riding goes.

Without horse riding this will be a different sport and I feel it will take at least 10years to recover and change totally. I also
feel because of this it will not be included at the olympics and also without riding will die as a sport. If anything it shouldn't
add any other sport. Tethrathlon is really gaining momentum in Australia especially in the younger age groups and I feel as
it is with horse riding modern pentathlon will really take off before the Brisbane Olympics. Surely at the very least Australia
should be demanding it stays in the Brisbane Olympics as it is and have stricter qualifiers for the horse riding. This way all
the competitors in the sport now could stay until at least 2032 and the new sport might have younger ones to see if viable
for 2036 and beyond. This might stop the sport dying quickly and have an out if the new idea without riding doesn't work.
The facts around what the need for this sudden decision are not clear. Has there been an official communique to the UIPM
from the IOC? Without knowing the reason/s it is difficult to propose solutions. If the chances of inclusion for LA2028 are
at the same level, or below, new sports that are trying to enter then the sport may divide itself over the Riding issue and
still no longer be on the program. The rules around finding a new 5th discipline seem very limited

While Modern Pentathlon has evolved over the years with various competition program changes, the fundamental sports
have remained. Changing or removing a core element means in effect it will cease to be the event as imagined by Pierre de
Coubertin, and unfortunately the only sport specifically conceived for the Modern Olympics.

I request that strong weight be given to the survey results, to the letter dated 10 November, and to the legal advice from
##### when determining the MPA official position. Would also love for the sense of Mod Pen Aus community and
togetherness that has been fostered because of this issue to be continued beyond this crisis, as it's been special to witness
athletes, old and new alike, coming together as one and sharing their unique experiences and perspectives.

No

I don't want horses in any sports.

As a coach I cannot see the future of Modern Pentathlon without riding. For me today's Olympics hasn't got that much
significance any more it is too much about politics, money and media demands. Modern Pentathlon cannot exist without
the riding discipline but I believe can exist without the Olympics.
I would love MPA to clearly communicate the outcome of this survey to the UIPM and represent the views of our
Australian past and present Modern Pentathlon community. I believe that if riding is taken out of Modern Pentathlon,
Modern Pentathlon is done. Cannot see myself supporting a new fifth discipline. Would accept if riding would only be
dropped from the Olympic Games and stayed at World Cups, World Championships etc.

Riding is torture to horses. It is a fair decision that the UIPM is taking it out of Modern Pentathlon to replace it with
something more applicable and animal friendly.

Questions 6: I would encourage the sport to be taken out immediately, and not even allow it to continue at the Paris
Olympics. It is not of this time anymore. None of the sports that exploit animals should be accepted at any time, in any
sport, in any competition. Question 8 does not allow for an N/A, as I do not: "If you feel that Riding should remain in the
Modern Pentathlon, do you think that changes are needed to improve the Riding component in the future to improve
riding standards, horse welfare, logistics, accessibility etc?", so the reflection of the answer is not correct and will be biased
then with IF. Question 10: the future is bright, and we are flexible, everything in life has a purpose, it is the art of being
able to adapt that makes the athlete excel to the highest level and the resilient athlete will be set on the horizon no matter
what changes come, even though they can be frustrated at times when the changes appear. It is through these we become
stronger and more perseverant, which makes all the more difference when reaching for the top. Question 12: I would be
involved only if a voice is needed to speak for the voiceless i.e.: the animals. But from what I understand as interpretation
of this question is that the consultation group will be to oppose the decision that horses are out. Question 15: 200%
support MPA on supporting UIPM's decision. Let's reach for the stars! :)
The MP is a unique sport where the sum is far greater than the individual sports. The diversity of skills and attributes that
the athlete requires is part of what makes it the challenge to find the ultimate all round athlete. Whilst the sport definitely
needs urgent reform to keep it 'modern', address rider and athlete welfare, and on the olympic programme, abolishing the
ride without due process would not guarantee this. Members of the MP community should be consulted with the results of
the riding working group as well as transparent insight into the innovations committee before such major changes are
made. Whilst I don't feel an argument of the 'romantic' nature of MP will hold sway, it is very important that it does not
become a banal 'Rec centre' sport where all aspects can be trained in a gym to make it easy and accessible, with the
inclusion, for example of something like indoor rowing as the 5th event. Thank you for taking the time to consider the
thoughts of the community.

No

As riding is such an integral part of the sport, it cannot and should not be replaced. If a resolution cannot be reached to
improve horseriding and it must be removed, it should not be replaced and instead modern tetrathlon should replace
modern pentathlon in the olympics.
Dont change thé traditions and history of our sport

Without ridding MPA losses it’s recruitment of members. The sport will die in this country. If ridding is replaced in our
sport it won’t be long till all equestrian events are out. UIPM is looking for a sport that engages viewers, and yet are taking
out the sport that is the most enjoyable to watch? We have an exciting sport, the ridding definitely needs to be reformed,
not replaced.

Horse riding has been fundamental to Modern Pentathlon, as do the other four sports, since the legend of the Napoleonic
messenger was created with it's first Olympic appearance in 1912. The pentathlon ride remains the event with the most
fascinating challenge and unique to Olympic & any other sport, to combine your skills with those of a stranger to achieve
the best performance together over a challenging test of rider with the horse they have been partnered with, under all the
stresses of that brief but prized cooperation.

1.The UIPM proposition is that the IOC be requested to include in the 2028 Olympics (and beyond) an amended Modern
Pentathlon competition with the riding removed but with an unidentified replacement fifth discipline. This proposition is
completely untenable as the IOC could never responsibly agree to accept a sport where 20% of it is undefined – especially
in view of the pressure being exerted from new sports for inclusion in the Olympics. It is considered that there is a much
greater likelihood of success for Modern Pentathlon to remain as an Olympic sport if a solid argument is put forward
demonstrating how riding standards can be improved and how riding can be made more accessible and inclusive.
2.Even if Modern Pentathlon was ultimately eliminated from the Olympics there is no reason why it cannot continue as a
global sport in its own right with national competitions, continental competitions, world cups and world championships,
etc. This would clearly require a review of competition funding arrangements (and would more than likely result in the
UIPM having to be completely restructured without numerous salaried employees) but there are many examples of other
sports operating successfully outside the Olympics. Thus, instead of omission from the Olympics being the death-knell
for the sport, Modern Pentathlon could be saved as the challenging sport which Baron Pierre de Coubertin originally
created, basing the 5 disciplines on the key attributes necessary for a cavalry officer - including having the horsemanship
necessary to expertly ride any horse. Removing this key component, as proposed by UIPM, is effectively destroying that
premise and the associated 109 year old legacy (with the result that any 5 random sports could then be assembled and be
called modern pentathlon!).

The only reason the majority of our athletes are involved, and in fact first got involved, in the sport of Modern Pentathlon,
was because of riding. A huge % of our grass roots and more elite level Modern Pentathletes started in Pony Club and hail
from the base discipline of Pony Club Tetrathlon (Ride, Swim, Run, Shoot). I know many that won't be bothered anymore if
the riding is removed. The 5 disciplines of Modern Pentathlon matter individually and collectively. They matter for their
tradition, history, meaning and together embody the spirit and intent of Modern Pentathlon as Pierre De Coubertin
originally developed specifically for the Olympic Games. I request that MPA give strong support to our athletes letter dated
10th November, the survey results, and to the legal advice from ##### in shaping the MPA response to UIPM. Please
represent our members and our collective voice.

This is difficult as on one hand I can see this may make entry easier for young athletes however on the other hand riding is
a key element that attracted me to the sport and makes it unique. It would be helpful to know what the replacement
would be to make a decision rather than have it presented as a fait complis. It would also be helpful perhaps to have a
consultative process where improved riding or a replacement are equally on the table.

I have some ideas for making the riding phase safer and better for horse welfare but not sure if this is relevant yet - I think
probably it’s more for if they decide to keep riding. Ie in order to make the finals each rider needs to have ridden an
80cm round on the horse they will ultimately ride in the finals. If they are able to do this with less than 4 dropped rails and
no refusals they qualify for the next round (in Showjumping you need to go clear in order to progress so allowing some
dropped rails is being generous) This allows for the rider to have at least done 1 round of jumping on the horse before the
jumps are raised to the usual 1 - 1.2m height. It would still keep the limited warm up but allow a little more for the rider
considering pentathletes are not full time horse riders. This will ultimately be kinder on the horse. A lot of spectators think
that MP riders are using their own horses - a lot more commentary on this is needed to educate the non MP spectators
especially during the Olympics. Also the fact that they have only had 20minutes to get used to the horse is usually
unknown to spectators as well. People who ride are usually amazed and a lot less critical when they are made aware of
these 2 points. However, Is this 20min/5 jumps only something that needs to be looked at as well? Yes we don’t want to
tire the horse but it does not allow room for any errors in the warm up. If the riding phase is to be kept it needs to be
valued more and worth just as much as the other phases. It needs to be seen as a phase worthy of the extra training. I
hope this is helpful

Clearly MPA members and the Australian pentathlon community support keeping the riding event in the sport of Modern
Pentathlon and do not support the uipm decision. MPA board you are representing us, not your own agenda.

My first sport was Pony Club and I was inspired to ride by the Australian light horsemen who were brave in the face of an
irresistible force. Horse riding remains an iconic Australian tradition and a keystone of the Australian Modern Pentathlon
family. Both individually and collectively, the five individual elements of Modern Pentathlon matter; they give us our
traditions, our identity, our inspiration and a set of values to live by. They matter more than any external challenge to the
sport or any event. The irresistible force now before us is the Executive Board of the UIPM. Their resolve to replace the
riding event demands a clear and certain response from the MPA. I ask that strong weight is given to the survey results, to
our Athletes letter dated 10 November and to the legal advice from #####, in shaping the MPA response.

I would really love to see the horse riding stay as it is the main reason I joined modern pentathlon. maybe if stricter riding
and coaching and maybe longer time with the horses in warm up my help for better results

There are important lessons to be learned here for the UIPM and MPA, on governance and due process. On issues of major
(existential) importance, consultation and transparency are critical.

Thank you for asking our opinion. I have been really sad since Mum told me that riding is going to be taken out of the
sport, and I don't understand why that has to happen when there are so things that people need to do to make it better
that it even is now. I want to represent Australia in Modern Pentathlon and I have been training really hard now. I don't
know if I want to keep training if there are no horses but I also don't want to just ride in other horse sports either because I
love everythign about pentathlon. Thank you for listening to me.

Perhaps our family's views are in the minority but we are highly supportive of MPA and UIPM moving forward with no
riding component in the sport. Coming from an Athletics and Swimming background the idea of our children taking up
horse jumping at some stage seemed so insurmountable. As a PE teacher and keen to get laser run training happening at
my school I am so excited now at the opportunities for young people to get involved in the sport and actually face the
future feeling that can progress over the years adding the disciplines and skills and possibly represent Australia at the
Olympics. I believe many families and young people around the world will now feel the sport is more accessible. UIPM can
hold its head high being an innovator of change by including women in the event at the Olympics, changing to laser guns,
and shaping the event to make it more exciting such as the laser-run format. The removal of the horse jumping does not
water down the MP Narrative. The 5th discipline, I'm sure, will still fit the historical narrative representing the skills making
up the world's elite athlete.
I am really pleased and happy with the decision MPA has made to support UIPM. This is a great opportunity for people to
access Modern Pentathlon more easily.

From my experience, the UIPM Executive tends to manage up and look for guidance from the IOC. The relationship with
the pentathletes is quite often aloof and distant. Any answer to this situation will need to come from within the sport and
the UIPM EB need to listen to their members or otherwise step down and let others attempt to solve the issue.

Fantastic survey, asking all the pertinent questions that enable our athlete, coach, official and supporters to have input,
thank you so much. Absolutely want to continue our journey within this incredible support, but cannot emphasise enough
how devastating this news has been to our community, and the impact on our young athlete and her peers. She has been
training a considerably short amount of time (3 years) on this pathway, however her dreams are big, and real and 3 years
is a quarter of her life. To have been told this news has been devastating and ended her dreams. Her pathway through
grass roots pony club Tetrathlon, Equestrian Australia showjumping have established her as a strong contender in 4 of the
5 pentathlon disclipines with years ahead to perfect fencing and with the potential to be a podium ready athlete for
Australia in Brisbane. Without riding, there is no pentathlon for her, and no passion for the sport as the ultimate, complete
athlete. Pentathletes from our NF such as her, who have shared this pathway, are incredibly passionate horse lovers, with
welfare and safety at the heart of everything they do. Watching Tokyo was a hideous display of horsemanship and
sportsmanship and if that is an indicator of the elite level of the sport we do not want any part of it. This is an opportunity
to make an amazing sport even more incredible, and to gain the respect from the general public and equestrian
community, currently at an all time low., by making simple, clear changes. There needs to be an immediate change to bring
in equestrian expertise, at the highest level (executive board) to ensure any revised format to our sport supports
immediate improvements to welfare and safety and sportsmanship. If that means losing MP as an Olympic Sport, we are
completely in support of that, and creating new NFs not funded by IOC, and running local, regional, state, national and
international World Championship events instead, with riding being the 1st discipline, and a discipline that our global
community can be proud of. Removing riding due to lack of accessibility, or because it is not "urban" is a guise or an
excuse. Surely then all equestrian sports will then be next to go, as will sailing, tennis, golf and many more. It is easy to see
that NFs who have limited access to riding and coaching will support the vote to remove riding - they are strong in fencing
perhaps, or swimming. Riding is a true challenge to show the complete athlete, as it should be (safely of course), do we just
give up because it is hard? Or expensive? Or not everyone can do it? The athletes at the Olympics or international UIPM
events should be elite level athletes in each of the 5 disciplines, but Riding is the discipline where it should count the most,
as it does not involve inanimate equipment, but a live animal that deserves respect and skilled handling. That is the unique
beauty of Modern Pentathlon. The EB has an incredible opportunity here to turn this around, and gain the respect,
admiration and support of the MP community and wider public, but doing what is right not what is easy, in secret in nondemocratic processes. We implore the UIPM to save Modern Pentathlon. Modern Pentathlon is not Modern Pentathlon
without riding.

Thank you for the opportunity to express my view. Please give very strong weight to the views of the MPA Community
expressed in the letter signed by ~80 community members dated 10 November, to these survey results and to the clear
legal advice from ##### on the invalidity of the UIPM Executive Board action when formulating the MPA official position.

TRANSPARENCY

The watering down of modern pentathlon into a different sport is a short step towards exclusion from the Olympic games.
It is much better that we take a firm stand now, when we are united and strong, than to whittle away our supporter base
over years by constant radical change to the sport.

The idea of a stadium to house all 5 sports is massively flawed. It is expensive to create, confusing to watch and has a
massive part to play for any host country to accommodate. The sport should use existing facilities and therefore the
expense is down to providing horses for people to ride to demonstrate horsemanship expected from an Olympic Modern
Pentathlete. ##### Level 2 UIPM Official, NCAS level 1 Horse Riding Coach, former member of Cambridge University
Modern Pentathlon Squad

Could riding be removed only for the olympics (tetrathlon) but keep it in for world cups and other competitions. All
competitors into Olympics must still ride at world cups and be competent to be able to compete at the olympics.

I also understand the issues around UIPM needing the IOC funding and that a different strain of Modern Pentathlon may
need to be developed for the Olympic program. I think retaining the ride at a World Championship level should be
considered to keep the integrity and history of the sport if loosing yhe ride is the outcome.

The UIPM could do a better job of marketing the unique qualities of MP. The UIPM has continually neglected the riding
discipline for over 20 years and has failed to follow their own rules and guidelines for the quality of the riding discipline and
horse welfare. Having multiple riding qualified TD’s looking at rider ability and animal welfare, as well as replacing horses
who are struggling would have solved these problems before they become international issues. ie they need to force the
riders to actually be good riders and actively train in this area and not keep dumbing down the sport to accomodate a
continually lower standard, as it becomes a race to the bottom and eventually get kicked out of the Olympics.

To:
Date:
By email:
From:

MPA Executive
10 November, 2021
modernpentathlonau@gmail.com
Interested members of the Australian Modern Pentathlon community

As Australian Modern Pentathletes and supporters, past and present, we were shocked at the UIPM’s
announcement on 4th November 2021 of its purported decision to remove the riding discipline from
our sport. Our view is exacerbated by the fact that it was done without consultation, and is in breach
of the UIPM’s own constitution. We are all aware of the challenges Modern Pentathlon faces,
including the legitimate concerns around horse and athlete welfare. However, this decision, and the
way it has been made, are wholly unacceptable.
We are deeply concerned that the statement on the MPA website that the “MPA supports UIPM
decision to remove Riding discipline after Paris 2024” does not represent the MPA’s membership. We
are not aware of any Australian Modern Pentathlon athlete, coach or volunteer, past or present, who
agrees with it.
We formally request you to use the MPA’s vote at the UIPM Congress against this decision and to
remove the statement of support from the MPA website, and to urgently consult with your
membership, so that you may appropriately represent it.
Australia has a proud tradition in Modern Pentathlon and the signatories below include many truly
world-class athletes. In the wake of Chloe Esposito’s Olympic gold medal, and as a result of terrific
grassroots work from many people across the country, the sport now has a vibrant and growing
community in Australia. We fear that if the riding element is removed from Modem Pentathlon, that
community will be destroyed, along with 109 years of Olympic history. This, on the eve of Brisbane
hosting the 2032 Olympic Games, would be a travesty. We are committed to showcasing Modern
Pentathlon at the Brisbane Olympics.
We appeal to you directly to strongly oppose the UIPM’s actions on behalf of our community that you
are elected to represent.
Adam Temesi
Akos Gyorffy
Aleska Van Heekeren
Alex Parygin
Alex Watson
Alexander Johnson
April Harris
Brian Hamilton
Brooke Bishop
Carol Clarke
Catherine Holmes à Court
Cecile Wake
Charis Neumann
Charlotte Curnow
Chloe Esposito
Christine Topalov
Colin Hamilton
Daniel Esposito
Diane Nash

Ed Egan
Ed Fernon
Elizabeth Elezovich
Emily Esposito
Eszter Hortobagyi
Finn Clarke
Fiona Horton
Fiona McGregor
Fred Woodhouse
Gaia Urbano
Gavin Carrier
Gavin Lackey
Genevieve van Rensburg
Georgia Ensbey
Gina House
Grace Mahmoud
Guy Clare
Indigo Harris
Jamie Elezovich

Jamieson Webb
Jeff Grey
Jenny Lanskey
Joseph Raciborski
Katie Nicholls
Liz van Rensburg
Lorraine Esposito
Maki Takken
Marina Carrier
Mark Taylor
Matt Cooper
Matt Downes
Max Clarke
Max Esposito
Murray Clare
Murray Clare
Nikita Mawhirt
Olivia Crossen
Paul Christensen

Rhys Lanskey
Rob McGregor
Robyn Carrier
Roxanne Coleman
Scott Petersen
Simon Kale
Siobhy Nicholls
Sophie Horton
Suzanne Esposito
Thor Kerr
Tori Squire
Trevor Lanskey
Tully Watt
Tully Watt
Victoria Craig
Vikki Bishop
Yvonne Clare
Zara Harris
Zara Temesi

To:
Date:
By Email:
From:

Modern Pentathlon Australia Executive
11 November 2021
modernpentathlonau@gmail.com
Catherine Holmes à Court

Dear Kitty and the MPA Executive,
Thank you for opening discussions on the removal of riding from the Modern Pentathlon, rather
than just accepting the UIPM announcement. I share your strong desire to keep Modern Pentathlon
in the Olympic programme. However, I believe that removing the riding would drasticly change the
event, removing the historical significance of the only sport created by Baron de Coubertin for the
modern Olympics, and in no way would guarantee its Olympic survival.
The UIPM have reported the decision to remove riding was ‘force majeure’, that is, an unavoidable
catastrophe due to events that were unforeseeable. Whilst the Tokyo 2020 ride was a catastrophe
for horse and rider welfare and fairness, I would argue it was neither unavoidable nor
unforeseeable. The riding element of Modern Pentathlon has been consistently downgraded in
importance for training and competition for over 20 years and repeated calls to improve horsmaship
and skill levels have gone unanswered.
The riding phase of Modern pentathlon is integral to the historical integrity of our sport and needs
reform. There are many, many suggestions across international forums as to how this can be
achieved. There is even a UIPM backed Riding review committee, formed in the wake of the events
in Tokyo. Why should the pentathlon community accept the removal of riding without seeing the
outcome of this review? Other equestrian sports, with much higher costs and exclusivity, maintain
their place at the Olympic games. Modern Pentathlon actually enables equestrian participation
without the need to own a horse, if the desire for reform is there, the ride can be saved.
The UIPM have given their criteria for the new fifth sport. Whilst most of these criteria are
admirable, such as gender equality and fairness (Equestrian sports allow for male and female
athletes to compete against each other making them one of the most gender equal), I take specific
issue with the fifth event being ‘easy to learn and train based on athletes’ existing skills’. Firstly, no
Olympic sport should ever be easy. That runs totally counter to Olympic ideals and degrades Olympic
standards. Secondly, if it is based on athletes’ existing skills, it cannot fulfil the Coubertin narrative of
the most complete athlete.
I believe Modern Pentathlon Australia is uniquely placed to lead the fight to save and reform riding
as the 5th event given the Olympic games in Brisbane, 2032. It was the leadership and determination
shown by MPA and Sydney 2000 that enabled the inclusion of women for the first time in 2000.
Riding is still part of the modern pentathlon programme for Paris 2024. This provides adequate time
to demonstrate meaningful reform of the riding phase, enabling the return of MP to its rightful place
as the culmination of the Olympic programme in Brisbane as Baron de Coubertin intended.
Your original statement says you will “ensure our community’s views are relayed to the UIPM”. As
the custodians of MP in Australia and representatives of Australian pentathletes past, present and
future, please will you commit to not just relaying presented views, but to leading the fight for our
sport’s Olympic survival.
I am happy to be of assistance in any way you consider helpful.
Yours Sincerely,
Catherine Holmes à Court

